Six kinds, we plainly call Barker good reliable gun and sale at the bottom 75. and :i.oo, you have shot and rains in the entire country. Mr. and Mrs. Peter Long returned from Springfield, Wednesday afternoon. Hot still business keeps nothing this way.

A WONDERFUL CURE OF DIARRHOEA

A PROMINENT PHYSICIAN'S REMEDY

Violins are also. Do not allow the bees to run about in every nook or cranny. While you are shooting, keep the earth where they can scratch and burrow. Better for them, better for you.

Our little red wagons make the little boys and girls happy because they know it is the good ones. Some little girls and boys have used our wagons we sold them seven years ago and are still using them. Now, we would like to sell for less of your little boy or girl, as the case may be, if the quality and the price are low and the quality very good. Now look at this one at once. Check it isn't it? Well, yes, I thought you would like to have it, madam, Cull again.

Re: Your coming? How are you this morning? Well well now you want some fishing tackle. Right this way. Now here is our of Atleeck's silk body free. They are only 25c a dozen. You can plainly see the quality is good. Yes; will eat done bones be enough? Now your order. We have a lot more? O. Yes, a pole. You don't used to look at this for a very long time, but we want our valueচচचচচচ in. Take two: all right. Why, we have more.

Barker Gun Works,
Ninth Street,
Eugene, Oregon.
Six Miles from Iriving.
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